Abstract
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Recently, Seoul has announced for the ‘2020 Seoul Youth Guarantee Plan’ to solve young people’s difficulties. One of the main contents of this plan is ‘Program for Supporting the Youth Activities’, which includes providing financial support to 3,000 young citizens of Seoul for activities, 3 millions won for 6 months, so called ‘Seoul Youth Guarantee’.

This study makes action plan to implement this program. Firstly, this program should aim to participate in various social activities, especially economic activity. According to this direction, this study suggests that the program need to be support economically, socially vulnerable youth preferentially. For this purpose, this study presents a detailed criteria.

Secondly, the range of activities that the youth perform is also a key factor to implement program. This study suggested the range of activities encompassing the direct and indirect activities necessary to prepare the employment of the candidates, The latter should include costs of food, transportation, communication and so on.

Finally, the program should provide monetary and non-monetary support to enhance the effectiveness of the program. To this end, this study suggested the ‘Youth Consultant Support System’, that is support system for establish and perform of ‘Activity Plan For Preparing Employment’ and connection with field agencies.
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